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Can e-Authentication Raise the Confidence of both Students and Teachers in Qualifications Granted through the e-Assessment Process?
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Abstract: The EU-funded TeSLA project — Adaptive Trust-based e-Assessment System for Learning (http://tesla-project.eu) — has developed a suite of instruments for e-Authentication. These include face recognition, voice recognition, keystroke dynamics, forensic analysis and plagiarism detection, which were designed for integration within a university’s virtual learning environment. These tools were trialed across the seven partner institutions: 4,058 participating students, including 330 students with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND); and 54 teaching staff.

This paper describes the findings of this large-scale study where over 50% of the students gave a positive response to the use of these tools. In addition, over 70% agreed that these tools were “to ensure that my examination results are trusted” and “to prove that my essay is my own original work”. Teaching staff also reported positive experiences with TeSLA: the figure reaching 100% in one institution. We show there is evidence that a suite of e-authentication tools such as TeSLA can potentially be acceptable to students and staff and be used to increase trust in online assessment. Also, that while not yet perfected for SEND students it can still enrich their experience of assessment. We find that care is needed when introducing such technologies to ensure building the layers of trust required for their successful adoption.
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Introduction

Many traditional face-to-face universities are beginning to provide online learning options for some of their teaching. This has meant that there are academic integrity issues that need to be addressed when embarking upon online assessment. These issues are primarily focused around student identity but also include plagiarism. They have, of course, existed for as long as assessment, as there are evolutionary drivers to these behaviours (Wade & Breden, 1980). These confounding issues of identity and cheating, through attempting to pass someone else’s work as one’s own, can be described as problems associated with the authentication of individual students.

Solutions to authentication issues of this nature include implementing high levels of security to ensure the correct person sits an assessment and does not cheat during that event. Conventionally, this is achieved through identity checking by invigilators and the assessment is duly proctored to ensure no cheating takes place. The high levels of resources required for this type of formal assessment means it is only suitable for infrequent, high-stakes assessment. It is, therefore, important to persuade students not to attempt to cheat through the promotion of good academic practice and in this way promoting academic integrity.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
McCabe, Trevino and Butterfield (2001) provide a list of 10 principles of academic integrity for faculty. They are quoted here for convenience:

1. Affirm the importance of academic integrity
2. Foster a love of learning
3. Treat students as an end in themselves
4. Foster an environment of trust in the classroom
5. Encourage student responsibility for academic integrity
6. Clarify expectations for students
7. Develop fair and relevant forms of assessment
8. Reduce opportunities to engage in academic dishonesty
9. Challenge academic dishonesty when it occurs
10. Help define and support campus-wide academic integrity standards.

Interestingly, their list from the student perspective includes the provision of deterrents with “harsh penalties” given in the examples. In most institutions the penalties will likely be determined at the institutional, rather than the faculty level. While this list was written as a reflection of the previous decade and before the boom in online learning, each of the items resonates in today’s higher education environment. A more recent study written firmly in the contemporary technological context does not attempt to modify this list of principles. Van Veen and Sattler (2018) do, however, aim to deepen our understanding of the role of deterrence while suggesting other factors also fit within the local context. The European Commission funded the Innovation Alliance (http://www.innovationalliance.eu), which promotes academic integrity as having five interconnected key values. These are: faith (or trust), fairness, respect, honesty, sense of responsibility which also chime with McCabe et al’s 10 principles.

The rapid increase in both online tuition and the opportunities for online assessment require little significant rethinking of the majority of the 10 principles above, other than extending what we consider to be the classroom and the campus: in Principles 4 and 10. Trust, as mentioned in Principle 4, requires the rethinking of the notion of a classroom radically changed from a real space containing a real time interaction between teachers and students, to a virtual space where asynchronous interactions are taking place without geographical coincidence, mediated through the Internet. Also, student expectations, as described in Principle 6, will not have remained unchanged. Furthermore, online assessment provides a range of opportunities to engage in dishonesty (Principle 8). Dishonesty in the context of e-assessments is commonly known as cheating, which is defined by Bartley (2005, p. 27) as “all deceptive or unauthorised actions”. However, through Principle 7, there are new opportunities to develop ‘fair and relevant’ assessments. In the following section two different approaches to online assessment which address these challenges and opportunities is considered.
**High Stakes, Low Stakes, Assessments**

There are now well-developed online proctoring solutions that enable institutions to manage full examinations with their students dispersed geographically and engaging in e-assessments. For some universities this could be the primary form of assessment used. For example, Western Governors University (WGU) in Utah, USA, states that, “Thanks to webcam technology and online proctoring services, WGU enables you to take tests from the comfort, privacy, and convenience of your home or office ...” using remotely proctored assessments (WGU, 2020). This is seen as an alternative mode for a traditional examination model of assessment and expectations are set accordingly. The notion of the exam hall is extended to include every space in which a student is being examined. The opportunities to cheat are reduced through a combination of recordings. These may include the use of multiple cameras, microphones and screen recorders. The ratio of students to proctors is set to satisfy an institution’s appetite for risk and will be a factor contributing to the overall trust in the system.

A different approach is required for lower stake e-assessments which are more frequent but can still contribute to a student’s overall mark and grade. Both kinds of assessment are supported by the Trust-based authentication and authorship e-authentication analysis, TeSLA (an adaptive trust-based e-assessment system for learning) suite of tools. This paper reports on the findings from the large-scale testing of this suite of e-authentication tools, which was developed as part of the European Horizon’s 2020 Project. It created a system to support authentication and authorship checking for e-assessments.

**The TeSLA Authentication System**

The European Commission funded a three-year project that was successfully completed at the end of May 2019. It brought together eighteen different partner organisations, including seven universities to trial the tools, teaching in seven different languages. The goal was to develop and pilot an online suite of tools that would become a commercially viable solution for institutions to improve trust in online assessment through the e-authentication of students’ work.

The project developed several e-authentication instruments, each of which could be implemented in a Learning Management System (e.g., Moodle) as part of higher education’s online provision. In other words, the TeSLA system is modular, allowing individual higher education institutions to implement their choice of TeSLA instruments according to their local needs.

The TeSLA instruments can be categorised as either biometric or text analysis type tools:

*Biometric Tools*

- **Facial Recognition (FR):** for e-authentication by comparing images and videos of students’ face and facial expressions with the system’s stored profiles. This also includes Face Presentation Attack Detection (FPAD), which accepts only a real person in front of the camera and not an image.

- **Voice Recognition (VR):** for e-authentication by comparing student voices with the system’s stored profiles. This also includes Voice Presentation Attack Detection (VPAD), which accepts only a real person talking and not an audio file.
● Keystroke Dynamics (KD): for e-authentication by comparing the rhythm and speed of typing when a student uses a keyboard with the system’s stored profiles.

Textual Analysis Tools

● Plagiarism Detection (PL): for detecting similarities between a given set of textual documents created by students.
● Forensic Analysis (FA): for comparing personal writing style to the system’s stored profiles (which are updated over time with the submission of new documents).

Software Development and Pilot Studies

The software development went through several iterations, which were evaluated in three piloting phases (Pilot 1, Pilot 2, Pilot 3) undertaken in each of the seven universities (including face-to-face, blended and online learning environments). Studying the implementation of TeSLA in universities across six countries, each with its own complex context, also enabled the project to help those universities address the changes in personal data legislation (GDPR) which came into effect after Pilot 1 (in May 2016). Through this iterative process, in addition to changes that were implemented in both the software and the testing protocols, there were several pedagogical developments, including a typology of supported assessments.

In summary, the pilots were designed to:

1. test the e-authentication tools in practice (including their reliability and validity);
2. examine privacy concerns and ethical issues raised by students, teaching staff and course coordinators; and
3. develop appropriate ways of integrating the tools into e-assessment practices.

The pilots also provided snapshots into the potential uses of the TeSLA software. Pilot universities also investigated how TeSLA could enhance users’ trust in an online e-authentication system by monitoring student identities when undertaking e-assessments. However, it is important to note that in the earlier pilots (Pilots 1 and 2), the software was by design still in development. Accordingly, in those earlier pilots, the range of assessments was restricted and there was only access to a limited amount of data. Nonetheless, in Pilots 3a and 3b, student numbers increased, and more data became available. While a technical team continued development of the suite, three pilot studies of increasing scope informed this development and tested the tools in a range of situations, from assessment sessions in class at campus-based universities to TeSLA enabled assessments in real distance learning courses at online institutions. This paper describes the methods used to evaluate the pilot studies and discusses the findings.

The seven universities that trialed the TeSLA suite were:

**Distance Learning Institutions:** The Open University of Catalunya (UOC); Open University, Netherlands (OUNL); Open University, United Kingdom (OUUK)

**Blended Learning Institutions:** Anadolu University (AU), University of Jyväskylä (JYU)

**Face-to-Face Universities:** Sofia University (SU); Technical University, Sofia (TUS).
The overarching research questions for the three studies were:

1. What were the users’ experiences of the TeSLA system?
2. What were the issues surrounding assessment activities, trust and cheating?

**Method**

The three pilot studies consecutively ran during each year of the project.

**Pilot 1, Year 1, aims:** Test the pilot communication protocol, and test the technical implementation protocol. Target number of student participants was 600. Data was collected through interviews with participants and used to improve the two protocols.

**Pilot 2, Year 2, aim:** Test the TeSLA instruments in an isolated manner in assessment activities. The target number of student participants was 3,500. Partners developed four questionnaires. One pair for student participants and the other for staff participants. Each participant completed one questionnaire before they engaged with TeSLA and the second after they had engaged. These provided pre- and post-responses and included some free text responses. The data provided feedback for the technical team, the pilot university teams, and for improving the questionnaires for Pilot 3.

**Pilot 3, Year 3, aim:** Test the full integration of the TeSLA system and its scalability. Target number of student participants: Phase 1 – 7,000, Phase 2 – 10,000.

The first two pilots were in effect intermediate development steps for the final Pilot 3.

**Results**

The numbers involved in the Pilot studies were as set out in Table 1 and met more than the set target. This table includes the numbers of participants with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND).

**Table 1: The number of student participants, teachers and courses for each of the three pilots, including the number of SEND students**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pilot</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>SEND Students</th>
<th>Teachers</th>
<th>Courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4,931</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>17,373</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 shows the spread of participants across each subject area for each pilot study. While in Pilot 3, most participants were studying engineering and architecture, good numbers of participants were drawn from each of the other subject areas.
Figure 1: The spread of student participants across subjects, by pilot. For Pilots 2 and 3.

The spread of participants, for Pilot 3, across the seven languages of the project is shown in Figure 2. This illustrates a fair representation for each language across the whole sample.

Figure 2: The spread of student participants across the seven languages in Pilot 3.

The gender distribution is revealed in Figure 3, where it shows the percentage of female students by institution for each of the two phases of Pilot 3. While there are variations from institution to institution, there is an overall balance between female and male students.
Assessment Details

A range of assessments were included in Pilot 3. There was a spread of formative and summative assessment, with the majority serving both purposes of development and grading. Most of the assessment was individual, unsupervised, and involved the creation of text artifacts. The audio tools were used for language testing and the video tool assisted with collaborative assessment.

Table 2: Summary details for assessment in Pilot 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>% of student-activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How was the assessment used?</td>
<td>Diagnostic</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formative</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Formative &amp; summative</strong></td>
<td><strong>58%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summative</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was the assessment supervised?</td>
<td>Supervised</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Unsupervised</strong></td>
<td><strong>88%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was the assessment individual or collaborative?</td>
<td>Collaborative</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Individual</strong></td>
<td><strong>94%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual &amp; collaborative</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What was the type of response required in the assessment activity?</td>
<td>Select answer</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Create answer or product</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perform/enact/demonstrate</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What was the response format for response type 'Create answer or product'?</td>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Text (natural language or code)</strong></td>
<td><strong>76%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Artefact (e.g. a painting, a meal, sheet music)</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Users’ Experience of the TeSLA System

Student Perspectives

The student views on their experience of the TeSLA system were based upon the experiences of 11,102 unique students who used the TeSLA system responses from the 2,222 who completed pre- and post-intervention questionnaires.

Participants of the pilot studies described a positive acceptance of TeSLA instruments and believed that they would increase students’ awareness of cheating and plagiarism and the trustworthiness of e-assessment but would not eliminate the possibility of fraud. The overall students’ experience with the TeSLA instruments was positive for more than 50% of the students from all partner universities, with more than 70% considering the key advantages of e-assessment with e-authentication to be: “to ensure that my examination results are trusted” and “to prove that my essay is my own original work”.

Most of the students who were interviewed reported no issues with the TeSLA instruments and managed to complete the assessment activities without the help of a teacher. For example: “Students were able to finish the tasks quite independently. There were no major technical problems.” “None of the students highlighted any technical issue and that the only difficulty mentioned was to enable the camera on a laptop.” “Five (out of nine) of the students at Sofia University said they did not encounter any problems when using the instruments from TeSLA system and they succeeded in completing the enrolment and follow-up on their own.”

Three main factors contributed to the ease of use of the TeSLA system:

1. the “very clear and detailed” instructions of the teachers in a face-to-face context (SU);
2. using TeSLA for a second time after the teacher “described to them how to use the system in the previous semester” (AU); and
3. the use of tutorials and guidelines which were felt to be easy to follow (UOC).

Pilot leaders reported that most of the students interviewed faced no issues with the TeSLA instruments and managed to complete the assessment activities without the help of a teacher. For example: “Students were able to finish the tasks quite independently. There were no major technical problems.” “None of the students highlighted any technical issue and that the only difficulty mentioned was to enable the camera on a laptop.”

However, 5% to 19% of students faced technical problems in all institutions such as “difficulties to understand in which order the tasks should have been completed”, which was made more difficult by the students’ lack of experience in using Moodle (JYU). “Browser problems. Chrome and Explorer not working”.

Another example is that some students had difficulty understanding what behaviour was considered acceptable during system activation. For some, the length of enrolment text (250 words) that the students had to type for the Keystroke Dynamics instrument was a problem: “It was hard to make up 250 words,” “250 words to write was pretty much. If you only do it once, it’s ok.”

Some students found that the completion of the project surveys was a significant additional burden on top of using the TeSLA system. Consequently, in some institutions many students were willing to use the TeSLA system but were unwilling to complete the surveys.
**Student Sensitivities**

Some students raised issues about surveillance and tensions due to a fear of the power differential (between universities/students) and the opacity (it was unclear how the system made its decisions). This varied according to the student’s digital literacy (computer science students were more comfortable in using the system).

Some students expressed difficulties in trusting the reliability of the biometric instruments. For example, some students feared a malfunctioning of the biometric tools, while others were afraid that in the long run the system would no longer recognise them.

**Understanding what is Meant by Cheating**

Some students had difficulty understanding what behaviour was considered acceptable during system activation. This was due to a lack of clarity as to the definition of cheating in force.

In Pilot 3, 40% of students on average were not sure about the nuances of cheating and plagiarism. Qualitative data suggested that the students needed to increase their understanding about:

- the consequences of plagiarism;
- how to use sources appropriately;
- reasons for not cheating;
- collaborative work with individual assessment, and plagiarism; and
- information sharing with appropriate usage.

**SEND Students**

By applying a range of flexible strategies, considering the specifics of the institutional contexts and institutional regulations or legal restrictions, all partner institutions managed to involve SEND students in the pilots and were able to study their experiences with TeSLA. Most participating SEND students were identified in the pre-pilot questionnaire, in which students were asked to voluntarily self-identify any disabilities. Other methods used included personal invitations of known SEND students, establishing a SEND-specific course, and using institutional services that already work with SEND students. The most effective strategy was approaching the students individually and motivating them, firstly, to take part in TeSLA testing and, secondly, to share their experience with their teacher.

The most reliable and informative way to identify specific issues SEND students faced in using the TeSLA instruments tended to be individual sessions monitored by a teacher, in which the student tested each individual instrument, discussed with the teacher the specific problems and gave specific recommendations for improvement of the accessibility and usability for this particular instrument.

Reasons for not participating given by SEND students included: lack of time, being busy with the exams, having health problems, the consent form, technical problems (such as not having the required webcam and microphone or having access difficulties), and not seeing any advantage in using TeSLA as their university already offered several benefits for SEND students (such as online final exams instead of on-site exams).
Nonetheless, all SEND students who did participate appreciated the availability of the TeSLA system, which they saw as:

- allowing for equal opportunities for all students;
- reducing the pressures on students with severe physical disabilities to drop out from the university;
- saving time and money for travel;
- improving productivity;
- increasing flexibility; and
- increasing the reliability in comparison with face-to-face examinations.

However, although most of the SEND students appreciated the opportunities that TeSLA provided for conducting exams from home on certain occasions, they did not see online assessment as an alternative to face-to-face assessment because this would limit opportunities to socialise with other students.

In fact, many of the usability and accessibility issues raised by SEND students related to the VLE in which TeSLA was integrated rather than to the TeSLA system itself. The technical team argued that TeSLA could not be expected to address issues which arise from the VLE rather than from TeSLA. The students’ experiences and opinions of the accessibility and usability of the TeSLA system and its various instruments varied a great deal according to the type and degree of their disability. The data suggests that, due to the heterogeneity of SEND students and the specificity of different disability groups, it is not possible for a system such as TeSLA to satisfy equally the needs of such a diverse group of learners in terms of accessibility and usability. The two groups of SEND students that were most vulnerable in this respect were the vision impaired students and the deaf students.

**Teaching Staff Perspectives**

The other main users of the system were the teachers and, in the implementation of the TeSLA system, partners applied a student-centred pedagogical approach (see ESG et al, 2015; Bañeres et al, 2016) for the e-assessment activities. The assessments were designed to allow the students to reveal their skills and their understanding of the different knowledge domains to the best of their abilities. The students also received some guidance to support their trust in the TeSLA system and its instruments, including some ways to address technological problems that they might encounter.

The implementation of the TeSLA system in university processes raised questions from a pedagogical point of view. Teaching staff identified a range of obstacles that would make it more difficult to apply TeSLA in their courses:

- some teaching staff said that, to be able to use fully the TeSLA system, they needed to redesign their assessment activities;
- others said that TeSLA would have to be used relatively frequently, throughout the semester, to ensure its effectiveness;
some TeSLA instruments were not relevant to particular university subjects. For example, anti-plagiarism and forensic analysis were considered inappropriate in computer science because students are sometimes allowed to copy and paste some programming code lines if it is judiciously done.

Some instruments were harder to implement for particular assessment activities, despite the presumed agnostic approach of the TeSLA instruments. For example, keystroke dynamics and forensic analysis were useful in assessments where students were required to write long texts (e.g., reports, essays, and open questions). However, in assessments that mostly require short text responses (e.g., mathematics and computer sciences), they were not so appropriate. Voice and face recognition were sometimes found difficult to implement, depending on the existing assessment practices (e.g., whether microphones and webcams were already used, and whether they were already available for each student). Overall, the teachers were generally enthusiastic about the modularity of the TeSLA system (the possibility to enable/disable the instruments as they wish, to take student needs and student feedback into account in different ways).

**Issues Surrounding Assessment Activities, Trust and Cheating**

**Assessment Activities**

The analysis of how the TeSLA instruments were integrated into pilot courses provides a typology of approaches according to the design of the assessment activity and the needs of the institution to authenticate students and/or provide a check on the authorship of their written products.

The course and assessment scenarios described are based on actual successful practice by the pilot institutions. Other approaches can readily be imagined, and will no doubt develop as TeSLA is used in the future, but these scenarios provide a solid starting point, illustrating approaches that have been demonstrated to be practicable and to make effective use of the TeSLA instruments.

The approaches were:

1. low stakes and formative assessments;
2. coursework constituting less than a half of the overall mark supplemented by face-to-face supervised examinations;
3. final written assessments that carry the whole of the course mark; and
4. integration into the majority or all of a series of assessment activities that carry the whole of the course mark (continuous assessment).

The instruments mostly used by teaching staff were those that students found least intrusive (Forensic Analysis and Anti-Plagiarism). However, this was not the case for Pilots 3a and 3b taken together, where Face Recognition was the most used instrument. In fact, teaching staff used each of the available approaches to assessment design, which involved using the TeSLA instruments in all types of assessment: diagnostic, formative, summative, at home, at university, supervised and unsupervised, individual and collaborative, and with various response types (selection, performance and creation) and format (mouse click, text, sound, image and programming code) (Okada et al, 2018).
Trust and Cheating

Most teaching staff from all institutions gave positive responses to questions about trust. For example, “it will increase the trust among universities and employers” and “it will help participants trust the outcomes of e-assessment”. In particular, teachers said that the Anti-Plagiarism and Forensic Analysis tools were shown to increase trust and academic integrity. Meanwhile, some teaching staff believed that authentication via the TeSLA system could be used as a tool to motivate students and make them more proactive (i.e., it can go beyond fighting cheating). The system was generally not perceived simply as a tool that automatically assesses situations in a binary way (e.g., cheating/no cheating) but rather as a continuous monitoring tool that gives indications and generally promotes good practices and trust.

Discussion

The results from the TeSLA project included a final large-scale study that demonstrates the system can operate at scale and be successfully embedded within a university’s virtual learning environment (VLE). It should be noted that the nature of the pilots meant that participants were essentially self-selecting. This is because there was no requirement to participate, and, therefore, only those that wanted to signed the consent form and took part in tests. A further self-selection step took place at the post-questionnaire where, as there was no compulsion to complete it, some chose not to. Therefore, the findings cannot be considered completely representative of the student body as a whole.

Despite this caveat, there was broad representation in terms of language, subject, gender and special need or disability. The TeSLA system proved to be an acceptable intrusion for the majority of those who did take part. The SEND study showed that while generally welcomed, the TeSLA suite of tools could not fully support all students with special needs and disabilities.

Students were clear that they were more accepting of some of the tools than others. The Anti-Plagiarism and Forensic Analysis tools were most acceptable while the Facial and Voice Recognition tools were less accepted. This was likely, in part, to do with the effort required to set them up with their initial ‘enrolment’ data. Another factor is the much more personal nature of the data the tools collected and the fact this was usually not directly related to the work being undertaken.

Teaching staff were broadly satisfied with TeSLA, with many agreeing that “it will increase the trust among universities and employers” and “it will help participants trust the outcomes of e-assessment”.

Most teaching staff thought that TeSLA was easy-to-use and user-friendly (they particularly liked the fact that the system is modular, allowing some tools to be switched off as necessary). Some teaching staff acknowledged that some TeSLA tools were harder to use and to accommodate than others, some thought that it was sometimes cumbersome and impractical, and some thought that TeSLA sometimes required assessment activities to be redesigned. Teaching staff also acknowledged that there were some problems, some of which were technical, some of which were in the interface (ease of navigation) and requirements (e.g., the number of characters that had to be typed), some of which were cultural. However, teaching staff saw all these issues as being resolvable with the help of a colleague or technician, or with better instructions and tutorials, or with assistive tools. Teaching staff commented that a technical FAQ, data security and privacy awareness, guidelines for use and interpreting results, e-authentication and authorship verification policies were all necessary. Some
teaching staff would have liked more detailed guidance on how they should interpret the TeSLA tool outcomes. Teaching staff thought that it was not possible for TeSLA to satisfy equally the accessibility and usability needs of SEND learners, who are, by definition, highly heterogenous. However, they believed that the interface should be designed to be usable with assistive technologies such as screen readers.

**Conclusion**

With respect to the research question about the users’ experience of the TeSLA system, students and teachers were broadly positive about their experience using the TeSLA instruments. In particular, students were willing to share various types of personal data, while both students and teachers believed that the TeSLA system would increase trust in the e-assessments. Teachers did find some instruments harder to implement, however, they were generally enthusiastic about the modularity of the TeSLA system.

With respect to the research question “Does the TeSLA system meet stakeholders’ expectations?”, and based on extensive conversations with institutional stakeholders about TeSLA and the level of interest they have shown, it is clear that TeSLA exceeds their expectations.

There does remain a question mark about deployment costs and data privacy that are common to any similar technology. That said, institutional stakeholders recognise the importance of bringing more trust to existing fully online programs and also of bringing more flexibility to traditional face-to-face delivery. Flexibility and adaptability to individual needs and regulation are probably the most relevant components of the solution for institutional stakeholders to date.

TeSLA is opening a brand-new segment in the educational technology space. While there are individual technologies that tackle some of the challenges that TeSLA addresses, no one has invested effort in creating a holistic, interoperable trust framework. This means that, unlike other commercial players, TeSLA can leverage different and new biometric technologies as they are developed. Also, TeSLA can adapt to different regulation, IT/cloud and privacy preferences.

Reflecting on the principles for academic integrity (McCabe, Trevino & Butterfield, 2001), online proctoring has a particular niche for infrequent, high stakes assessment where it can operate as a deterrent and allow conventional examinations to be undertaken with an extended examination hall to encompass every student under examination. The TeSLA suite of e-authentication tools, with its ability to become seamlessly embedded within an institution’s VLE, can deter cheating and build trust in online assessment, from within the existing ‘classroom’. TeSLA can also offer an opportunity; in that it can facilitate new forms of online assessment and allow more relevant forms of assessment to be created.

It can therefore be envisaged, that courses will be designed around the TeSLA technology with the greater variety of relevant assessment that it enables. With clear information, policy and guidance these developments could establish the ‘layers of trust’ (Edwards et al, 2018) that would make e-authentication generally acceptable. This will lead to greater trust in the results of online assessment.

Finally, we have not forgotten that these technologies (like so many others) are not yet sufficiently mature that they can fully support all SEND students. Therefore, alternatives should continue to be developed to ensure all students have a rich and rewarding learning and assessment experience.
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